UVI SHUTTLE BUS SCHEDULE

- **Effective October 21st, 2013**, the shuttle bus services begins at 9:00am at the CAB bus stop.
- Trips will be made every 10 minutes.
- Shift change will commence between 2:20pm and 2:50pm until services terminate at 9:00pm.
- The shuttle bus travels off-campus to refuel for approximately 30 minutes during the evenings.
- Shuttle bus operators will pick up/drop off passengers at the designated bus stop (CAB, entrance to the security office, east campus, Bookstore and Library). **No passengers will be picked up in between stops.**
- Special trips will be made to the ACC building and Marine Science Building due to inclement weather. In normal circumstances, personnel and students at these locations would have to travel to CAB bus stop to be transported.
- Please call the Security Department at 693-1530 (x1530) to request transportation or ask the operator to take them to their destination. Pick up will be made during our regular schedule run.
- Please be on time to avoid being late for class.

*We apologize for any inconvenience the schedule change may have cause. We look forward to serving and shuttling you in a professional manner throughout the semester and beyond.*